ODPC
OD PROCESS PROFESSIONAL
online certification program

8 SESSIONS TO
UP YOUR OD GAME

BUILD THE HELPING
RELATIONSHIP

THE ART OF ASKING
QUESTIONS

Never look like a rookie
again

Determine what type of help
to offer and how to offer it in
any situation

Nurture the helping
relationship through
Humble Inquiry

ODPC
Grow your reputation as a
working business partner.

The OD Process Professional
Certification Program
(ODPC) equips participants
with the keys to learn a
consistent process to help
leaders and teams
implement organizational
change effectively.
This program is an excellent
opportunity for those who
are new to Organization
Development or have not
received formal training.

Through the ODPC program
you will learn how to lead
project teams, mediate
conflict, influence senior
leaders, facilitate meetings,
and build high performing
teams.
Participants become
effective in their role as
Process Consultants and
demonstrate the skills,
tools, and expertise needed
to build the helping
relationship with their
clients.

Institute OD's unique
learning approach provides
you with valuable
guidelines, toolkits,
templates, and step by step
processes to help implement
change effectively in your
organization.
The OD Process
Professional program is
paramount for establishing a
solid foundation of skills in
the field of Organization
Development.

8 Online
Sessions
to Master
OD
Process
Consulting
Is your organization going
through consistent change?
Do you have high priority
projects assigned to you or your
team this year?
Would you like to develop
effective business partnerships
with leaders, and learn a
consistent process to help
leaders through the process of
change?

ODPC Session Topics
01

Introduction and Overview of OD Process Consulting
Gain an overview of the field of OD and identify the role of the OD Process
Consultant . Assess your strengths and development needs. Define your personal
values and ethics, and those of your organization.

02

Role of the OD Professional: Building the Helping Relationship
Recognize the role of the OD Process Professional and develop effective change
interventions to solve critical business challenges. Identify traditional vs. emerging
consulting roles. Practice the OD process consulting model to gain confidence and
develop your skills.

03

Develop an OD Mindset
Develop OD Mindfulness by learning how to apply Emotional Intelligence and
implement active listening and questioning techniques.

04

Entry, Contracting, and Influence Skills
Learn how to conduct an entry interview and influence senior leaders to create a
contracting agreement.

05

Discovery and Feedback
Discover critical information through data collection. Demonstrate several
techniques to conduct interviews and focus groups. Create a feedback report and
conduct feedback sessions to share data and identify priorities and gaps.

06

Dialogue and Action Planning
Create a culture of collaboration through the art of dialogue. Facilitate the
development of action plans with key stakeholders. Apply specific tools to promote
change across the organization.

07

Implementing Change and Engagement
Recognize the process for implementing effective change. Determine a model for
change, identify how to increase engagement and overcome resistance to change.

08

Closing Out Projects and Measuring Results
Closing out projects, knowledge transfer project maintenance and evaluating results.
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Learn how to
build and
maintain the
"helping
relationship"
with your
clients
Helping is a crucial part of developing
human relationships.
Building a helping relationship requires skill,
time, patience, and a suspension of personal
judgement on the part of the helper. In the
role as helper, we must find ways to help the
client help themselves through humble
inquiry.
The most effective way to help is to use the
Process Consultation Model. This model
focuses on building a mutually trusting
partnership between the client and the OD
process consultant. The client and OD
process consultant collaborate throughout
the problem-solving effort to find workable
solutions.
Whether you are internal or external, the
OD Process Professional Certification
Program will provides you with the tools and
guidelines needed to successfully apply the
principles of OD Process Consulting!

INSTITUTE OD

BE
HUMBLE.
Edgar Schein defines Humble
Inquiry as "the fine art of drawing
someone out, of asking questions
to which you do not know the
answer, of building a relationship
based on curiosity and interest in
the other person. "
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Professional certification program

This shuts people down. To

will help you overcome the

generate bold new ideas, to avoid
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Inquiry effectively!

“I am so glad I
participated in the ODPC
program. It was very
interactive and engaging.
What I learned from the
instructor and the group
conversations is equal to
years of experience. Now
I have the tools and the
confidence I need to
succeed as an OD
professional”.

-ADRIENE SUMMERS,
ODPC GRADUATE
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MOVE YOUR
CAREER
FORWARD!

REGISTER TODAY!
Institute OD

